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The basis for the PBS Masterpiece series and the second volume in the multimillion copy
bestselling series.Millions of readers have delighted in the wonderful storytelling and everyday
miracles of James Herriot in the fifty years since his animal stories were first introduced to the
world.All Things Bright and Beautiful is the beloved sequel to Herriot's first collection, All
Creatures Great and Small, and picks up as Herriot, now newly married, journeys among the
remote hillside farms and valley towns of the Yorkshire Dales, caring for their inhabitants―both
two- and four-legged. Throughout, Herriot's deep compassion, humor, and love of life shine as
we laugh, cry, and delight in the portraits of his many varied animal patients and their equally
varied owners.

“James Herriot found a gentle, wise and often humorous way to write about animals and to evoke
a beautiful but fading way of life in those Yorkshire Hills. He showed me how to focus not just on
the animals, but on the people who lived with the animals, and their loving, sometimes difficult
and very wonderful connections with one another. While he is known for his wonderful writing
about animals, I often think of his ability to capture people. From the first, I've tried to capture that
feeling, that uplifting and heartwarming style. I can't say that I have ever quite matched the
writing of James Herriot, but he has always inspired me and given me something to aim for. He
often makes me smile, sometimes makes me cry, you can't really ask more from a writer than
that.” ―Jon Katz, New York Times bestselling author of Second Chance Dog, A Dog Year, A
Good Dog, and many others“I recall reading All Creatures Great and Small many years ago,
while working as a veterinary technician for a mobile vet in Los Angeles. We worked with cats
and dogs, of course, but with farm animals, too, and apes and monkeys and angry pet raccoons,
burros, crows, macaws– the variety of pets in Los Angeles was limitless. During that wonderful
time, I'd be beaten senseless by a kangaroo, held hostage by a love-struck chimpanzee, chased
by angry hogs, and sat on by a miniature horse inside of a well-known celebrity's home. It was a
magical time, and it made perfect sense for me to read Herriot in the evenings, a grand fellow
who'd roam the English countryside making veterinary house calls, effortlessly moving from draft
horses to kittens, healing, telling stories. I felt a kinship with him and his magical world, and
marveled at his talent for drawing me into his cast of characters. Later in life, when I too would
write of my experiences with animals and their people, I would hearken to Herriot's Yorkshire
Dales, and to prose so genuine that it would help inspire my own career as a writer and pet
behaviorist. Herriot to me remains a superhero of sorts, who, in visiting home after home like
some veterinary Santa, taught me how simple, heartwarming prose about people and their
animals could rise above the commonplace, and become art.” ―Steve Duno, author of Last Dog
on the Hill, The Everything Cat Book and The Amazing Dog Trick Book“The kind of book that



makes an evening seem a little warmer and your pet a bit more important.” ―The Philadelphia
Inquirer“A very warm, very engaging read . . . the reader falls totally under his spell.” ―The
Associated Press“Whether sad or glad, each story shows his affection for animals and
people . . . this man is a celebrant of life.” ―Chicago Tribune“Herriot is both tender and wise . . .
All Things Bright and Beautiful is a book to be happy with.” ―The Boston Globe“You had better
read this book yourself. It's a treat, a rare one, and God knows we all need all treat these days.”
―The Washington Post“Human beings just naturally respond to a writer as lovable, wholesome,
eloquent, humorous and well-stocked with anecdotes as James Herriot. He offers a mastery of
both the comic and the tragic.” ―Chicago Tribune“All Things Bright and Beautiful is like a visit to
a loved place inhabited by dear friends . . . certainly the happiest book so far this season” ―The
Plain Dealer (Cleveland)“Humour, realism, sensitivity, earthiness; animals comic and tragic; and
people droll, pathetic, courageous, eccentric―all of whom he views with the same gentle
compassion and a lively sense of the sad, the ridiculous, and the admirable.” ―The Columbus
Dispatch“James Herriot has served up another warm, witty, wonderful book in All Things Bright
and Beautiful.” ―The Indianapolis News“It is impossible to speak of this second book without
thinking strongly of the first. For it is truly a repeated 'miracle' as All Creatures Great and Small
was described. Whatever joy one found in the first is in the second, only even more joyous;
whatever laughter rippled from the throat in the reading of the first, finds even greater gusto in
this one. It is funny, wry, simple in its story but as deep and perceptive of life's truths as the
superlative sensitivity of the writer and his talent can make it. Best seller list, look out!” ―The
Hartford Courant“Humour, realism, sensitivity, earthiness; animals comic and tragic; and people
droll, pathetic, courageous, eccentric--all of whom he views with the same gentle compassion
and a lively sense of the sad, the ridiculous, and the admirable.” ―The Columbus
Dispatch“Superb, a book to be enjoyed in one sitting or in bits and pieces to make it last longer.”
―Library JournalAbout the AuthorJames Herriot (1916-1995) was the bestselling author of
memoirs including All Creatures Great and Small, All Things Bright and Beautiful, All Things
Wise and Wonderful, The Lord God Made Them All, and Every Living Thing. At age 23, Herriot
qualified for veterinary practice with the Glasgow Veterinary College, and moved to the town of
Thirsk in Yorkshire to work in a rural practice. He would live in, work in, and write about the
region for the rest of his life. Though he dreamed for years of writing a book, his veterinary work
and his family kept him busy, and he did not start writing until the age of 50. In 1979, he was
awarded the title Order of the British Empire (OBE). His veterinary practice in Yorkshire,
England, is now tended by his son, Jim Wight.
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Steve C., “Such a beautifully written and entertaining book. To someone not from England and
very interested in animals and the early history of Veterinary Medicine this was an educational
and fun read. I already purchased the next read from James Harriot and can't wait to get into it.
He has the gift of entertaining the reader.”

Elena, “Addictive. I have read almost the books in the series and I just don't know what I'm going
to do when I'm done... They are absolutely addictive!”

CBaker, “Excellent book.. I have previously read this series. I bought it for a gift”

M, “Humourous retelling of a veterinary practice.. James Herriot is a humourous storyteller. It is
just like you are there in Yorkshire on veterinary rounds. The people and animals are
rememberable.”

sheri parrish, “absolutely delightful!!!. I loved every funny, touching and sad moment of these
books. Definitely a book you do not want to put down. Please please read these books!”

C. M Mills, “All Things Bright and Beautiful is the inspiring and warm story of a Yorkshire Vet's
practice. James Herriot (1916-1995) wrote several books about his veterinary practice in the
Yorkshire Dells. The first book is All Creature Great and Small. Herriot's first sequel to that
splendid debut book is All Things Bright and Beautiful. It is a delight to read! The story begins in
the late 1930s. Herriot is adjusting to his recent marriage to the kind and beautiful Helen. He and
his vet partners have a wide practice. They deal with large farm animals such as horses, cows
and sheep. They also tend to pigs, cats, dogs and birds. James has to deal with early morning
calls to come to farms, surly and grouchy farmers (as well as many nice ones who enjoy feeding
him!) and feisty animals who sometimes kick! The book ends with James leaving Darrowby to
enter the Royal Air Force at the beginning of the Second World War. The book is filled with little
stories about some of the animals Herriot has treated. Among my favorites are the story of an
abused dog rescued by an old lady; a friendly specialist in small animals who enjoys taking
James to fancy restaurants and drives like a demon across a cold snow wrapped landscape; a
mean bull; difficult birthing of calves and sheep and a retired couple with a house full of cats!
Another great tale is the author's humorous purchase of several heavy Victorian books on World
Geography purchased at an auction in Leeds. Interest in James Herriot has been revived by the
splendid new TV series. The books are fun and sad with Herriot sharing his years of wisdom and
love with his legion of animal loving fans! A joy and a pleasure for all readers in this time of
COVID-19 when our spirits need a positive boost!”

Y. Y., “a cheerful book. This series books are very fun to read. Each chapter/story is about two to



a few pages long. You can pick up the book and read a story or two to take a break and have
some laughs.”

Michelle L Elliott, “Interesting book. This book was intriguing. He wanted to keep reading it to
gain more.”

Mark Chisholm, “Pure Magic. When I was about ten I got the first of the James Herriot
collections - All Creatures Great and Small. It was signed and I treasured it until it was loaned out
by my mum and never returned - something I always feel strongly about.I must have read that
book twenty times and of course naturally moved onto the rest of James Herriot's books of
which this is next in line.As in the first, it's a wonderful evocative collection that evokes a time
when life was considerably simpler and maybe a little better. Whilst the march of modern
technology in many areas such as medicine and electronics has made a huge and generally
beneficial impact, there is no doubt that the humanity displayed in this book has all but gone.
Perhaps that's the essence of the magic that is sprinkled through this and other of the Herriot
books. There is a wonderful sense of belonging and friendship in them.Anyway, a wonderful
book and one I've read many times. I'm quite sure that I will read it again a few more times as
well.”

Mighty mick, “Warm feeling with every line. I have read all creatures books over 6 times each
over the past 45yrsA wonderfull throwback to a time when people cared about the Sime things in
life and each other. Unlike todays selfish money grabbers who care about self onlyRose tinted
maybe but those of us of an age lived through great times and bad”

Guy, “Books to read again and again!. I read all of the James Herriot books many moons ago as
paperbacks.Alas, after a number of house moves they have mysteriously disappeared. I suspect
a dastardly "spring cleaning" move by management....Anyway, with the excellent Channel 5
remake of the television series, my interest was re-awakened and I chose to reorder all of the
books for my Kindle.It was an excellent move and I am thoroughly enjoying revisiting the tales.
This is book #2 in the series and I am looking forward to #3!No matter who you are, it's difficult
not to be enthralled by these humorous snippets of Dales life.”

andrew g johns, “Wonderful read. Great insight into the life of a vet.. Trying to get back in to
readingWhat a great start, this book is about real life.It is emotional touching sad happy but most
of all true.I am a northerner living down south and some of his descriptions about the
countryside and the people bring back such fond memories. On my next visit north I will be
paying a visit to the house.There lives were truly something worth about.RIP Sir and thank you
for your memories.”

Sandra A, “So good, so interesting but most of all funny and intelligent. I read the whole series of



these books when I was young, I’ve read them a few times over the years. Well written, funny
and just a gentle easy read. The tv series was never anywhere near the standard of the books,
the humour didn’t translate to the screen. I highly recommend them, they might be about a vet
and you might think that won’t interest you but trust me, the books are brilliant”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 3,539 people have provided feedback.
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